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Abstract The reconstruction of a road accident can
be treated as the resolution of an “inverse problem”
in mechanics using analytical or numerical models. In
the road accident reconstruction research, an assump-
tion is often made that a predominant part of the energy
lost during vehicle collisions is consumed by perma-
nent deformation of vehicle components. Other parts
of the dissipated energy can be ignored due to their
insignificant amount. In this article, this assumption
will be verified for the front-to-side collision of passen-
ger cars. The main objective of this paper is to deter-
mine the important components of the energy balance
dissipated during the collision. These componentswere
determined on the basis of experimental results, which
included three crash tests with a front-to-side collision
of motor vehicles of the same make and model, with
the right-angle impact of one car against the side of
another. The results of experiments were used to con-
struct the model of the dynamics of the motor vehicle
collision. The model was then used as a basis for the
determination of the forces, displacements and veloci-
ties duringvehicle collision.The abovemade it possible
to determine vehicle force/deformation curves and then
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the key components of the dissipated energy in function
of the duration of the contact phase of the vehicle colli-
sion. Based on the results of the model and crash tests,
conclusions were formulated that provide an important
insight into the reconstruction of the front-to-side col-
lisions of motor vehicles.

Keywords Cars’ collision dynamics · Collision
energy balance

1 Introduction

The road accident analysis carried out by forensic
experts is usually based on simplified methods and
procedures due to a limited access to the numeric
data necessary for computations. The reconstruction
of the collision between two motor vehicles consists
of the resolution of an “inverse problem” in mechan-
ics, where the course of an accident is reconstructed,
based on the accident description using appropriate
analytical or simulationmodels derived from theprinci-
ples of mechanics. When accident analyses and recon-
structions are carried out in a standard way, i.e. with-
out using the finite element method (FEM) or multi-
body system dynamics (MBD), the calculations are
based on discrete dynamic models of colliding objects.
These models are supplemented by empirically deter-
mined force/deformation curves, vehicle parameters
and empirical relations between the velocity of the
impacting vehicle and the measured deformation of
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vehicle bodies [3,11,13–15,17,23], described with the
use of energy rasters in a two- or three-dimensional
meshed models.

Basic research addressed in [2,5,8,26,27] shows an
immense amount of detailed scientific problems that
are encountered when collisions are modelled and sim-
ulated even in relatively simple discrete systems. This
is especially true when not only the impact-related
phenomena but also the processes of energy dissi-
pation due to frictional effects are to be taken into
account. The introduction of dry friction with its singu-
larities (Painlevé paradox, stick-slip processes, indeter-
minacy problems) fundamentally complicates the col-
lision models and their analyses. As an example, if
temporary bonds (nanoscale junctions) are to be taken
into account, the Gauss principle must be used in the
synthesis of the model, which will lead to extended
mathematical descriptions even in seemingly simple
cases [32]. Considering the experience from the analy-
ses of nonlinear vibrations in discrete dynamic systems
(“multi-rigid body systems” and “non-smooth sys-
tems”), where bifurcations and chaos are very frequent
phenomena, the extended collision models directly
derived from the laws of physics may be reasonably
expected to show significant sensitivity. As a conse-
quence of this sensitivity, and combinedwith the uncer-
tainty of the data, the researchers who deal with the
analysis and reconstruction of collisions in real sys-
tems are inclined to use simplified empirical formulas
adapted for the processes to be examined.

In the area of applied research, there are many pub-
lications directly dedicated to motor vehicle collisions.
They report crash test results, describe the techniques of
measurements and the processing of signals and images
recorded, and present simulation results obtained using
software of the Multibody System Dynamics (MBD)
type, e.g. MADYMO or the FEM type, e.g. LS-DYNA
[9,25]. A separate group of publications describes the
accident reconstruction carried out using simplified
analytical methods or specialized supporting software
(e.g. CRASH) [4,22,28,29]. In some research proce-
dures, advanced signal processing and identification
techniques are also used, as for example those based
on thewavelet transformation and theNARMAmethod
[18]. An extensive review of those approaches, together
with examples of the application of experimental, ana-
lytical and simulation results to the analysis and recon-
struction of motor vehicle collisions can be found, for
example, in [1,10,21].

One of the basic methods in the analysis and recon-
struction of motor vehicle collisions in the road traffic
is the method of energy balance. The energy balance is
compiled for all vehicles involved in the collision. The
shares of individual components in the energy balance
may vary and depend on the types and characteristics
of the objects involved in the collision, and even on
the specific scenario of the accident. In most cases,
the raster methods used by experts (i.e. the methods
based on the empirical relations between the velocity
of the impacting vehicle and the vehicle body defor-
mations along a simplified mesh model) reduce the
energy balance to two main components, namely the
pre-impact kinetic energy of the vehicles involved and
the work carried out on the deformation of their bodies.
The development of efficient methods to define also the
remaining components of the energy balance, based on
simple models and data recorded after the accident, is
an objective of scientific research carried out at many
research centres.

The methods and computational procedures con-
cerning head-on vehicle collisions are relatively well
explored, and the reconstruction of such accidents is
often based on the dynamic 1D models or on the use
of raster methods. Usually, an assumption is made that
in the head-on collisions no lateral movement of the
impacting vehicle takes place and, consequently, taking
into account only two components of the energy bal-
ance is a correct hypothesis. These two components are
the energy of the pre-impact translational motion and
the energy of vehicle body deformation. Such hypothe-
sis has been used to develop themethods of determining
the impact velocity based on the vehicle body defor-
mation depth (the Campbell method and the McHenry
method). These methods are often used for accident
analysis and reconstruction. As an example, they were
used in [33] for the reconstruction of head-on collisions
of several passenger cars with a barrier, and the accu-
racy of determining the pre-impact vehicle velocitywas
within twenty per cent. It was experimentally shown
[19,20] that even if the vehicle body deformation is of
the order of 50 centimeters, the energy dissipated dur-
ing a head-on collision can be roughly computed from
the kinetic energy and the deformation raster by means
of a linear equation, having the coefficient of restitu-
tion determined experimentally. An estimation of the
energy dissipated for the deformation of colliding vehi-
cles with significantly different masses has been pre-
sented in [12]. For the frontal impact against the side
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of a stationary vehicle, the dissipated energy depends
to a significant degree on the properties of the vehicle
side body structure and on its previous repairs, if any
[24]. The energy dissipation takes place both during
the normal deformation and as a result of the relative
movement of the vehicles, as will be further elaborated
in this paper.

The front-to-side collisions, i.e. those taking place
when a motor vehicle hits its front against the side of
another vehicle, occur in a more complex way than the
head-on collisions. In the front-to-side collisions, the
process of destruction of vehicle bodies is accompa-
nied by at least a 2D movement of the vehicles in rela-
tion to each other, and due to that the model becomes
more complex. Limiting the energy balance to only two
mentioned earlier components becomes unacceptable.
Although the front-to-side collisions are quite frequent
(in Poland, they constitute about 25% of all road acci-
dents), their computer models are still relatively unex-
plored and, in consequence, it is challenging to analyse
and reconstruct such scenarios.

The problems of energy balance and front-to-side
collisions have been separately addressed inmany pub-
lications dedicated to motor vehicle collisions. In the
available literature, however, there is a lack of com-
prehensive and sufficiently in-depth analyses of these
problems. Therefore, extending the area of energy
analysis to the front-to-side collisions requires fur-
ther experimental andmodelling research. A justifiable
question arises whether the description of these prob-
lems in a 2D space is adequate or rather a 3D model
have to be build. As an example, even in the case of
an almost completely planar (2D) but non-steady state
motion, certain interactions take place as a result of the
relative movements of the vehicles in the contact area
during the collision. Does this disturbance affect con-
siderably the accuracy of the accident reconstruction
computations? The analysis of the available literature
does not answer this question unequivocally due to the
lack of comparative studies.

A few initial stages of the energy-based analysis of
the front-to-side collision have already been presented
by the authors in previous publications. Crash testswith
about a dozen cars of the same make and model have
been described in [6,7]. In each test, the front of vehi-
cleA impacted the left side of vehicleB. The velocity of
vehicle A immediately before the collision was about
50 km/h, and it was twice as high as that of vehicle B.
The procedure of determining the dynamic deforma-

tion of the vehicles taking part in the collision and some
processes observed during the experiments have been
presented.

This article reports on the progress in the search for
an efficient method of analysis and reconstruction of
the front-to-side collision of motor vehicles taking into
account the process of energy dissipation resulting not
only from the deformation of vehicle bodies but also
from the fact that the cars slide on the road surface and
move in relation to each other in the deformation zone
(i.e. in the area of contact during the collision). The
main objective of this paper is to determine the impor-
tant components of the balance of the energy dissipated
as a result of the collision and to show the variations
of these components during the vehicle collision con-
tact phase. In the road accident reconstruction research,
an assumption is made that a predominant part of the
energy lost during vehicle collisions is consumed by
the permanent deformation of vehicle bodies, and the
remaining parts of the dissipated energy can be ignored
due to their insignificant value. In this paper, an attempt
will be made to verify this assumption for the front-to-
side collision of passenger cars, based on the results of
crash tests and computer modelling. This article is an
extension of the paper presented at the 14th Interna-
tional Conference “Dynamical Systems – Theory and
Applications” DSTA 2017.

2 Experimental studies

Three crash tests were carried out at the Automotive
Industry Institute (PIMOT) in Warsaw, involving six
passenger cars of the same make and model. In each
test, the front of car A was impacting the left side of
car B, close to the B pillar (Fig. 1).

Cars A and B were loaded with measuring equip-
ment and three test dummies: dummy Hybrid III at the
driver’s seat, dummy Hybrid II at the front passenger’s
seat, and the child dummy in the safety seat at the rear.
All test dummies had appropriate seat belts fastened.
The vehicles prepared for the crash tests were weighed
and measured, with the position of the vehicle mass
centre being determined as well. The moment of iner-
tia of the vehiclewith respect to the vertical axis passing
through the vehicle mass centre was determined from
an empirical formula [31]:

Ii = mi L1i L2i (1)
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t = 0 s t = 0.03 s t = 0.06 s t = 0.09 s t = 0.12 s

AB1

AB2

AB3

Fig. 1 Relative positions of cars A and B during the collision

where L1i and L2i—distances between the vehicle
mass centre and the front and rear vehicle axles, respec-
tively (subscript “i” indicates car A or B).

Themoments of inertia of vehiclewheelswere deter-
mined from the generally available data for passenger
car wheels of the specific class. The relevant vehicle
characteristics were as specified in Table 1.

The pre-impact velocity of car Awas about 50 km/h.
In the first two tests, vehicle B moved with a velocity
half as high as that of vehicle A; during the third test,
vehicle B was stationary. The location of the point of
impact on the side of car B was defined by the distance
LAB between the longitudinal plane of symmetry of
car A and the front wheel axis of car B. The values
of the characteristic parameters of the cars have been
specified in Table 1.

The crash tests were carried out at the PIMOT facil-
ity on a dry concrete surface. During the tests, the
steering wheels of both cars were left free and their
road wheels had no brakes applied. The tests were per-
formed on Honda Accord cars manufactured between
2000 and 2002. The cars were in good technical con-
dition and had undamaged and non-corroded bodies,
which had not been previously repaired. At the cen-

tre of mass of each car, a three-axial accelerometer was
installed, togetherwith sensors formeasuring the angu-
lar velocity components of the car body with respect to
the three coordinate axes.

The data acquisition system used to record the accel-
eration and angular velocity components was placed in
the car trunk, in the housing designed for vehicle crash
tests. The vibro-isolating performance of such a hous-
ingwas previously verified in separate tests. The sensor
signals were subjected to a low-pass filtering. The sig-
nals were recorded with the use of a 10-kHz filter, and
an additional filter with the cut-off frequency of 50 Hz
was used at the final stage. That way the measured
signals were reduced to the frequency band that can
be reproduced in the modelling and equation-solving
process. The filter cut-off frequency was selected after
comparing with 100- and 25-Hz filters, to compro-
mise between the expected calculation accuracy, inter-
pretability of the calculation results, and the benefit of
reaching conclusions that would be relevant and suit-
able for the modelling and reconstruction of road acci-
dents of this type.
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Table 1 Vehicle
characteristics

Description AB1 AB2 AB3

Mass of car A, mA (kg) 1569 1532 1545

Mass of car B, mB (kg) 1568 1594 1629

Moment of inertia of car A, IA (kgm2) 2722 2636 2661

Moment of inertia of car B, IB (kgm2) 2710 2777 2827

LAB (m) 1.25 1.34 1.33

Velocity VA (m/s) 15.1 12.7 15.3

High-speed cameras were installed above the crash
test location to record car positions with a frequency of
1000 frames per second.

3 Modelling of the collision

In order to analyse the processes that occur during the
motor vehicle collision, the following coordinate sys-
tems were adopted:

• Local coordinate systems, fixed to the bodies of
each of the “i” cars involved in the collision. The
local coordinate system Oi xi yi zi has its origin Oi

situated at the centre of mass of the ith car and its
Oi xi axis is parallel to the car longitudinal centre-
line. The signals recorded in the local coordinate
systems were the components of the acceleration
vector of the car mass centre (axi, ayi, azi) and of
the angular velocity component (Pi , Qi , Ri ) of the
car.

• Local levelled coordinate systems, attached to the
mass centres of each of the “i” cars. The local coor-
dinate system Oi xPiyPizPi has its origin Oi situated
at the mass centre of the ith car, the Oi xPiyPi plane
is parallel to the road surface, and the Oi xPi axis
is parallel to the car longitudinal symmetry plane.
The local levelled coordinate systems were used
to formulate the equations of motion of the planar
model of the collision.

• Global coordinate system OGXGYGZG, attached to
the road. The OGXGYG plane of this system is sit-
uated at the road surface level and the OGZG axis
is pointing vertically upwards. The OGXG axis is
parallel to the vector of pre-impact velocity of car
A and the OGYG axis is parallel to the vector of
pre-impact velocity of car B. In the global coordi-
nate system, the time histories of the translational

and rotational velocities, and the trajectories of the
involved cars were determined.

Themeasurements obtained in the local coordinate sys-
tems were transformed to other coordinate systems.
The rotation of the local systems with respect to the
global coordinate system is defined by angles�i (vehi-
cle roll angle),�i (vehicle pitch angle) and�i (vehicle
yaw angle).

The angular velocity components of the car body in
the global coordinate system are described as follows:
⎡
⎢⎣

�̇i

�̇i

�̇i

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣
1 sin�i tg�i cos�i tg�i

0 cos�i − sin�i

0 sin�i
sin�i

cos�i
cos�i

⎤
⎥⎦ ·

⎡
⎢⎣

Pi
Qi

Ri

⎤
⎥⎦ (2)

The acceleration of the car mass centre in the levelled
coordinate system is expressed by the following for-
mula:
⎡
⎣
axPi
ayPi
azPi

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣

cos�i sin�i sin�i sin�i cos�i
0 cos�i − sin�i

− sin�i cos�i sin�i cos�i cos�i

⎤
⎦

×
⎡
⎣
axi
ayi
azi

⎤
⎦ (3)

The acceleration components of the mass centres of
individual cars, expressed in the global coordinate sys-
tem, are described by formulas:
⎡
⎢⎣
ẌGA

ŸGA
Z̈GA

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣
cos�A − sin�A 0

sin�A cos+�A 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎣
axPA
ayPA
azPA

⎤
⎥⎦ (4)

⎡
⎢⎣
ẌGB

ŸGB
Z̈GB

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣
cos(90◦ + �B) − sin(90◦ + �B) 0

sin(90◦ + �B) cos(90◦ + �B) 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦

×
⎡
⎢⎣
axPB
ayPB
azPB

⎤
⎥⎦ (5)
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Fig. 2 Coordinate systems, key dimensions and the location of
the impact force vector

The process of dissipation of the impact energy was
analysed using a planar model of the dynamics of the
motor vehicle collision, with the forces and moments
acting on the cars during the collision expressed in the
local levelled coordinate systems (Fig. 2). The equa-
tions of motion (6) of cars A and B were based on the
equations of the equilibrium of forces and moments
that act on cars A and B in the corresponding levelled
coordinate systems.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

mA · axPA = FxA + FxA1 + FxA2

mA · ayPA = FyA + FyA1 + FyA2

IA · �̈A

= FyA · xA − FxA · yA + FyA1 · L1A + FyA2 · L2A

mB · axPB = FxB + FxB1 + FxB2

mB · ayPB = FyB + FyB1 + FyB2

IB · �̈B

= FyB · xB − FxB · yB + FyB1 · L1B + FyB2 · L2B

FyB = −FxA · cos γAB + FsA · sin γAB

FxB = −FxA · sin γAB − FyA · cos γAB

(6)

where

Bi (Bix, Biy) inertial force acting on the i th car,
expressed in the levelled coordinate
system attached to themass centre of
the car;

Mzi moment of the inertial resistance act-
ing on the car during its accelerated
rotation around the vertical axis;

mi , Ii vehicle mass and mass moment of
inertia of the car relative to the ver-
tical axis;

axPi, ayPi longitudinal and lateral components
of the acceleration vector of the cen-
tre of car mass, calculated from (3);

Fi1(Fxi1, Fyi1) tangent road reaction force acting on
the wheels of the front car axle and
its components; and similarly

Fi2(Fxi2, Fyi2) tangent road reaction force acting on
the wheels of the rear car axle and
its components, expressed in both
cases in the levelled coordinate sys-
tem attached to the centre of mass of
the i th car;

Fi (Fxi, Fyi) impact force acting on the vehi-
cle and the longitudinal (x) and lat-
eral (y) components of this force,
expressed in the levelled coordinate
system attached to themass centre of
the i th car;

xi , yi coordinates of point Z, i.e. the point
of application of the impact force,
in the levelled coordinate system
attached to the mass centre of the i th
car (Fig. 2);
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Fig. 3 Components (longitudinal axi and lateral ayi) of the accelerations of mass centres of cars A and B in the local coordinate systems
Oi xi yi zi

γAB angle of rotation of vehicle B around
the vertical axis (car B yaw angle),
measured from the longitudinal sym-
metry plane of vehicle A (γAB =
�A − �B).

This way, a system of six differential equations with
respect to the coordinates defining the positions of the
mass centres and rotations of carsA andBwas obtained
(6), comprising also two algebraic equations. This sys-
temwill be treated as a system of solely algebraic equa-
tions, because the time histories of components of the
vector of translational acceleration of the mass cen-
tres and of the vectors of angular acceleration of the
cars are known. They were calculated from the exper-
imental results with the time step of �t = 0.0001 s,
by converting the measurement results to the levelled
coordinate systems using relation (3). Therefore, the
unknowns in Eq. (6) are components FxA, FyA, FxB,
FyB of the impact force and the lateral reaction forces
FyA1, FyA2, FyB1, FyB2 acting on car wheels.

4 Experimental studies and modelling results

Selected measurements of accelerations are shown in
Fig. 3. They represent the longitudinal axi and lateral
ayi components of the accelerations of the mass centres
of cars A and B in the local coordinate systems after
applying the 50-Hz filter.

Based on the photogrammetric analysis of high-
speed camera images, discrete values of the car body
marker displacements during the crash tests were deter-
mined. Then, these values were used to determine the
displacements of the centres of mass and yaw angles
of cars A and B bodies with the sampling step of
�t = 0.01 s. The determined values were plotted
as points in Fig. 6, together with curves representing
calculation results. This comparison confirms that the
calculation results are correct. The small differences
between the results thus juxtaposed can be explained
by a relatively low accuracy of determining the marker
positions in subsequent frames of the video recordings.

An analysis was carried out for the time histories of
selected quantities extending for the time period from
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Fig. 4 Longitudinal component FxA of the impact force exerted by car A and the lateral component FyB of the vector of the impact
force exerted by car B

the instant when car A came into contact with car B,
i.e. from t = 0 s, to t = 0.14 s. During this period,
the following phases of the experiment were observed
(Fig. 1):

– Collision of the cars and their temporary contact
(with the compression phase followed by the resti-
tution phase);

– Separation of the cars;
– Start of the independent post-separation move-
ments of the cars.

Figure 4 shows the longitudinal component FxA of the
impact force exerted by car A and in the lateral com-
ponent FyB of the impact force exerted by car B. They
were computed from the system of Eq. (6). The longi-
tudinal component FxA will be used to determine the
work carried out for the deformation of the front of
car A and the side of car B. The lateral component FyB

of the impact force will be used to determine the work
of frictional forces done when the vehicle bodies move
against each other in the contact area. An analysis of the
curves representing the components of the impact force
in Fig. 4made it possible to identify the instant at which
cars A and B came out of contact with each other. The
vehicle separation has been assumed to take placewhen
the longitudinal force component FxA reached zero.
After that, the vehicles moved independently. In tests
AB1, AB2, and AB3 (Table 1), the vehicles were sepa-
rated at times tk = 0.12 s, tk = 0.09 s, and tk = 0.11 s,
respectively. The time instants thus identified are nec-
essary to calculate the values of the translational and
rotational velocities of the cars, as well as to determine
the position of the cars in relation to each other and to
the road when they separate.

It is worth noticing that the maximum value of the
longitudinal component of the impact force FxA in
test AB2 was markedly lower than in the other two
tests. The reason for this is the lower value of the impact
velocity recorded in test AB2. Another factor having
an influence on the impact force curves is the distance
between the impact point (point Z in Fig. 2) and the
mass centre of car B (Table 1).

Figure 5 shows experimental test and calculation
results after the transformation of the measurement
results to the global coordinate system. The curves
represent the time histories of translational velocities
VwA and VwB of the mass centres of cars A and B
and the angular velocities �̇A and �̇B of these cars
around the vertical axis, calculated according to (2).
The translational velocities were determined from (7),
with the velocity vector components having been previ-
ously calculated by numerical integration with respect
to time (by the trapezoidal rule) of components ẌGi

and ŸGi of the acceleration vectors of the car mass
centres according to (4) and (5). The curves in Fig. 5
show relevant quantities needed to calculate the dissi-
pated energy. The vehicle velocities determined from
the equation

Vwi =
√
Ẋ2
Gi + Ẏ 2

Gi (7)

were used to calculate the kinetic energy of the vehicles
during the vehicle contact phase.

Changes in the positions of cars A and B during the
compression and restitution phases have been shown
in Fig. 6. The motion has been described with the use
of three quantities, namely the longitudinal and lateral
displacements of the car mass centres (XGi and YGi)
and vehicle body yaw angles �i . The axes of the coor-
dinate systems OGiXGiYGiZGi are parallel to those of
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Fig. 5 Time histories of translational velocities VwA and VwB of the centres of mass of cars A and B and angular velocities �̇A and
�̇B of the car bodies during the contact phase of vehicle collision

the global coordinate system and their origins (points
OGi) coincide with the positions of the mass centres
of the respective (i th) car at the beginning of contact
between the vehicles. It is noteworthy that during the
collision, the longitudinal centrelines of cars A and B
only slightly deviated from their pre-impact positions.
At the time instant tk , the yaw angle�A of car A did not
exceed 5◦ and the yaw angle �B of car B was less than
7◦. Therefore, the cars during the contact phase were
situated with respect to each other at the angle almost
identical to the initial state (t = 0 s). This finding was
utilized to determine the combined deformation of both
cars, assuming that the deformation progressed in the
direction defined by the longitudinal centreline of car
A. This means that the calculations described above are
essential for the presented analysis.

It has been noticed that integrating the results of
acceleration and angular velocity measurements may
result in errors even at a small zero calibration error of
the individual sensors before the crash test. Therefore,

the results of the calculations shown in Fig. 6, obtained
by numerical integration of expressions (2), (4) and
(5), were verified by comparing them with the results
of a frame-by-frame analysis of the video recordings
acquired from the camera installed above the crash test
location (Fig. 6). Sensor calibration corrections intro-
duced afterwards allowed to achieve a good consistency
between the calculated positions of the car contours on
the road and the actual vehicle positions on the roaddur-
ing the crash test. Exemplary comparison of the results
has been shown in Fig. 7.

Basedon the knowledge of the timehistories of coor-
dinates Oi (XGi,YGi) of the mass centres of each of the
“i” cars involved in the collision in the horizontal plane
of the global coordinate system OGXGYGZG, and of
the time histories of yaw angles �i of each car bodies,
equations of straight lines going through the points OA

and OB and coinciding with the longitudinal car cen-
trelines at any instant during the contact phase of the
collision can be determined (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 6 Displacements of the mass centres of cars A and B in the
coordinate system OGiXGiYGiZGi and yaw angles �i (angles of
rotation around the vertical axis) of both cars during the contact

phase of vehicle collision (the solid lines represent calculation
results; the points represent results of a frame-by-frame analysis
of the video recordings acquired from the high-speed cameras)

t=0.00s t=0.06s t=0.12s t=0.18s

Fig. 7 Calculated positions of car contours on the road against the background of the recorded frames (test AB2)
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Fig. 8 Determination of the deformation of the front of car A and the side of car B, and the displacement along which the work is done
by the friction force between the cars during the collision

The intersection of these lines defines the coordi-
nates of the point C(XGC,YGC) as follows:

XGC =
(
tg

(
π
2 − �A

) · YGA − XGA
)
tg(−�B) − (tg(−�B) · YGB − XGB)tg

(
π
2 − �A

)

tg
(

π
2 − �A

) − tg(−�B)
(8)

YGC =
(
tg

(
π
2 − �A

) · YGA − XGA
) − (tg(−�B) · YGB − XGB)

tg
(

π
2 − �A

) − tg (−�B)
(9)

The centre of mass OA of car A and the point C
define a line segment OAC (Fig. 8), the length of which
is:

OAC =
√

(XGC − XGA)2 + (YGC − YGA)2 (10)

The change in the length of the line segment OAC dur-
ing the contact phase of the collision makes it possible
to determine the combined deformation cA of the front
of car A and the side of car B:

cA = OAC
0 − OAC (11)

where

OAC0 length of the line segment OAC at the beginning
of the collision phase (t = 0 s).

Point Z is a hypothetical point of contact of the front
of car A with the side of car B (Figs. 2, 8) and, simul-
taneously, the point of application of the impact force.

An assumption was made that the point Z constantly
lies in the longitudinal cetreline of car A and is coming
closer to point OA with the increasing deformation of

the front of car A. Hence, the distance between points Z
and OA is:

OAZ = cA − FnA
K

(12)

where

K average stiffness coefficient of the front of car A
approximated from the deformation characteristics
[16].

The coordinates of point Z in the global coordinate
system are described by formulas

XGZ = XGA + OAZ · cos�A (13)

YGZ = YGA + OAZ · sin�A (14)

Point D (XGD,YGD) in Fig. 8 is defined as the inter-
section of the straight line going through point Z and
parallel to the longitudinal centreline of car B with
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the straight line going through point OB and perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal centreline of car B. In the
global coordinate system, the coordinates of point D
are described by equations:

XGD =
(
tg

(
π
2 − �B

) · YGB − XGB
)
tg(π − �B) + (tg�B · YGZ + XGZ)tg

(
π
2 − �A

)

tg�B + tg
(

π
2 − �B

) (15)

YGD = (XGZ + tg�B · YGZ) − (
XGB − tg

(
π
2 − �B

) · YGB
)

tg�B + tg
(

π
2 − �B

) (16)

It has been assumed that the front of car A moves in
relation to the side of car B along the straight line pass-
ing through the points Z and D (Fig. 8).

The length of the line segment ZD is defined by the
formula:

ZD =
√

(XGD − XGZ)2 + (YGD − YGZ)2 (17)

The displacement cB along which the frictional force
between the vehicles is acting when the vehicle bodies
slide on each other is described by the formula:

cB = ZD0 − ZD (18)

where

ZD0 length of the segment ZD at the time instant
t = 0.

The combined deformation cA(t) of the front of car A
and the side of car B during the contact phase of the
vehicle collision has been shown in Fig. 9a. This defor-
mation, measured along the longitudinal centreline of
car A, increases during the compression phase, which
lasts until the maximum value cAmax(tm) is reached.
The deformation then decreases (during the restitution
phase) to reach the value of cR(tk) at the time of vehi-
cle separation. The displacement cB(t) of the front of
car A on the side of car B during the contact phase of
the vehicle collision has been shown in Fig. 9b. The
value of this displacement rapidly increases during the
compression phase and the rate of this growthmarkedly
drops during the restitution phase.

Based on the results of the calculations of FnA(t)
and cA(t), the force vs deformation curve was plotted
for the combined deformation of the front of car A and
the side of car B that occurred during the contact phase
of the collision (Fig. 10a). Also, using the results of the
calculations of FxB(t) and cB(t), a curve was plotted

that characterizes the friction between the front of carA
and the side of car B (Fig. 10b). The area between the
deformation curve and the horizontal axis represents
the energy consumed for the deformation of the front
of car A and the side of car B, while the area under the

friction force curve represents the work done by this
force when the vehicle bodies slide against each other
in the contact area between them.

5 Basic energy components involved in the energy
dissipation process

The energy dissipation process takes place during the
contact phase of the collision and during the post-
impact vehiclemovements. The following energy com-
ponents can be discerned as being involved in the con-
tact phase of the collision:

– Initial kinetic energy of the vehicles, determined by
their pre-impact translational motion and rotational
motion of vehicle wheels and rotating components
of the powertrain;

– Deformationwork of vehicle bodies in their contact
zone;

– Friction work done when the vehicle bodies slide
against each other in the contact area between them;

– Work related to the displacement of vehicles in their
translational and rotational motion;

– Energy dissipated in the vehicles suspensions and
tyres;

– Thermal and vibrational energy released as a result
of deformations and processes of destruction of
vehicle components.

The kinetic energy of the car at the beginning of the
impact phase (the initial kinetic energy) was calcu-
lated as a sum of the kinetic energy of the translational
motion of the car mass and the rotational motion of
components of the powertrain and the drive system of
the car. The rotational velocity of the wheels and the
parts connected with them is determined at every time
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Fig. 9 Combined deformation cA of the front of car A and the side of car B and the displacement cB along the action of the frictional
force between the cars during the contact phase of the collision

Fig. 10 Combined deformation of the front of car A and the side of car B and the friction force between the cars during the contact
phase of the collision

instant by the velocity of the translational motion of the
car body. Note that the road wheels of the cars were not
braked during the tests. During the collision, the energy
dissipation also occurs at the wheels (tyre deformation,
friction forces in the tyre–road contact area, longitudi-
nal and lateral slip of the tyres). The work done by
the tyre–road friction forces and the dissipation of the
kinetic energy of thewheelswith decreasing directional
velocity of the vehicle body were taken into account in
the calculations.

Each component of the dissipated energy is a time
series X (t j )with a time step of�t . Time t j is described
by the following expression:

t j ∈ (t0, t1, t2, ........tm, ......tk) (19)

The change in the kinetic energy Eki(t j ) of the i th vehi-
cle during the collision is described by the equation:

Eki(t j ) = mi · V 2
wi(t j )

2
+ Ii · �̇2

i (t j )

2

+ (Ikp + Ikt) · ω2
ki(t j )

2
(20)

where

Ikp moment of inertia of the front wheels and rotating
components of the powertrain;

Ikt moment of inertia of the rear wheels;
ωki angular velocity of the wheels of the i th vehicle.

The total kinetic energy EkAB of cars A and B during
collision is:

EkAB(t j ) = EkA(t j ) + EkB(t j ) (21)

The deformation work ED(t j ) of the front of car A
and the side of car B during the contact phase of the
collision is expressed by the following equations.

For t j ≤ tm (Fig. 9):

ED(t j ) = ED(t j−1) + [FxA(t j ) + FxA(t j−1)]
2

×[cA(t j ) − cA(t j−1)] (22)
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For tm < t j ≤ tk (rys. 9):

ED(t j )

= ED(tm) −
{
ED(t j−1) + [FxA(t j ) + FxA(t j−1)]

2

×[cA(t j ) − cA(t j−1)]
}

(23)

The friction work ET(t j ) occurring when the front of
car A slides against the side of car B during the contact
phase of the collision is expressed by equation:

ET(t j ) = ET (t j−1) + |FxB(t j ) + FxB(t j−1)|
2

×[(cB(t j ) − cB(t j−1)] (24)

The frictionwork Eti(t j )occurringwhen the i th vehicle
wheels slide against the road surface is described as
follows:

Eti(t j ) = Eti(t j−1) + |Fyi1(t j ) + Fyi1(t j−1)|
2

×[(si1(t j ) − si1(t j−1)] +
+|Fyi2(t j ) + Fyi2(t j−1)|

2
×[(si2(t j ) − si2(t j−1)] (25)

where

si1 lateral displacement of the front wheels of the i th
vehicle during the contact phase of the collision;

si2 lateral displacement of the rear wheels of the i th
vehicle during the contact phase of the collision.

The total friction work occurring when the wheels of
car A and car B slide against the road surface is:

EtAB(t j ) = EtA(t j ) + EtB(t j ) (26)

The remaining energy lost during the contact phase of
the collision is defined as shown below:

Ep(t = tk)

= EkAB(t = 0) − [EkAB(t = tk)

+ED(t = tk) + ET(t = tk) + EtAB(t = tk)]
(27)

Equations (19)–(26) were used to determine the varia-
tion of individual energy components during the con-
tact phase of the vehicle collision. Fig. 11 shows the
time histories of the kinetic energy of car A (EkA) and
car B (EkB), work of deformation (ED) of vehicle bod-
ies in their contact zone, friction work (ET) occurring
when the vehicle bodies slide against each other, and

Fig. 11 Variation of the individual energy components during
the contact phase of the collision in tests AB1, AB2 and AB3
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Table 2 Values of individual components of the energy balance

Test AB1 Test AB2 Test AB3 Test AB1 Test AB2 Test AB3

EkAB(t = 0) (kJ) 226.9 160.5 185.5 EkAB(t = 0) (%) 100 100 100

EkAB(t = tk) (kJ) 128.0 95.9 92.4 EkAB(t = tk) (%) 56.4 59.8 49.8

ED(t = tk) (kJ) 68.9 48.3 67.4 ED(t = tk) (%) 30.3 30.1 36.3

ET(t = tk) (kJ) 11.9 5.5 3.4 ET(t = tk) (%) 5.2 3.4 1.8

EtAB(t = tk) (kJ) 13.8 7.4 17.3 EtAB(t = tk) (%) 6.1 4.6 9.4

Ep(t = tk) (kJ) 4.4 3.4 4.9 Ep(t = tk) (kJ) 2.0 2.1 2.7

work related to the vehicles displacement in their trans-
lational and rotational motion (EtAB).

The values of the considered energy components at
characteristic time instants during the contact phase of
the collision are listed in Table 2.

Table 2 shows that during the contact phase of the
collision under consideration, the cars incurred the
loss of 40.2–50.2% of their initial energy. Among the
energy lost, theworkused for vehicle deformation takes
merely 70–75%. This finding shows an important dif-
ference between the front-to-side collisions and the
head-on collisions of passenger cars, as practically all
the initial energy is consumed by vehicle deformation
during the contact phase in the latter case. The research
presented in this paper has shown that in the case of the
front-to-side collisions, the energy dissipated is also
consumed by such phenomena as, for example, the
friction between the vehicles involved, and the fric-
tion between the tyres and the road during their lateral
displacement. This part of the energy lost should not
be ignored in the calculations carried out during the
reconstruction of the front-to-side collisions of motor
vehicles. In order to verify the influence of this compo-
nent of the energy balance on the result of calculations
of the pre-impact velocity of car A, calculations based
on the following equation were made [21]:

�E = 0.5 · (1 − k2)
mAmB

mA + mB
(VA − VB)2 (28)

where �E , energy lost during the collision; k, coeffi-
cient of restitution; VA, VB, pre-impact velocity of the
cars.

Equation (28) is used for the analysis of head-on
car collisions, for which it was derived. After adopt-
ing certain assumptions, an attempt was made to use
this formula for the front-to-side (right-angle) colli-
sion. For the computations, it was assumed that the
only significant changes occur in the values of the lon-

gitudinal component of the pre-impact velocity of car
A (impacting car B with its front) and the values of the
lateral component of the velocity of car B (which was
struck on its side). Any potential changes in the values
of the remaining components of the velocity vectors of
cars A and B were ignored. With the above described
assumptions, Eq. (28) can be written in the following
form:

VA =
√
2 · �E · (mA + mB)

(1 − k2) · mAmB
(29)

The pre-impact velocity VA of car A was calculated
from formula (28) (Table 3), with the (ED + ET +
EtAB + Ep) and ED energy values being substituted in
turn for �E . The value of the coefficient of restitution,
necessary for the calculations, was determined from
separate experimental results.

The calculation results presented in Table 3 are an
example of using the energy balance of the front-to-side
motor car collision. They are showing that using the car
body deformation work during the collisions of this
type, which often happens for the accident reconstruc-
tion purposes, results in underestimating the velocity
of the impacting car by 11–14%.

6 Summary and conclusions

In the paper, the energy dissipation process and energy
components during the front-to-side vehicle collision
were determined on the basis of:

– Measurements carried out during motor vehicle
crash tests;

– Calculations of the forces, velocities and displace-
ments in the car contact zone, based on the model
of the motor vehicle collision dynamics;
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Table 3 Pre-impact velocity of car A, obtained from the experiment and as computed

Velocity of car A (m/s) AB1 AB2 AB3

VA (experiment) 15.1 12.7 15.3

VA(calculated for �E = ED + ET + EtAB + Ep) 15.9 13.0 15.4

VA(calculated for �E = ED) 13.4 11.3 13.2

– Verification of car positions by means of a frame-
by-frame analysis of the video recordings of the
experiments.

The results of experiments and model computations
made it possible to determine important elements in
the process of the energy dissipation during the front-
to-side motor vehicle collision. The presence of the
compression and restitution phases during the contact
phase of the collision was taken into account. The fol-
lowing conclusions were formulated that enhance the
existing approach for the reconstruction of the front-
to-side collision of passenger cars (an impact at a right
angle against a moving or stationary car):

1. It has been confirmed that the Eq. (29) can be useful
for the calculation of the impacting car’s velocity
in the front-to-side collisions of passenger cars if
some necessary initial assumptions are made. Also,
it has been found that the value of the lost energy
�E should be taken higher by about 25–30% than
the energy calculated from the post-impact vehicle
deformation.

2. It has been pointed out that thework of deformation
of the front and side parts of the cars makes about
70–75% of the total energy lost (Table 2) by the
vehicles during the contact phase of the collision
and that this percentage is definitely lower than that
observed in head-on car collisions.

3. During the right-angle collision, the vehicles
involved remain in a practically unchanged position
relative to each other for the entire duration of the
contact phase of the collision (tk = 0.09 − 0.12 s,
Fig. 1), in spite of their translational and rotational
motion during that period (Figs. 6, 7). Identical
findings have been presented in [30]. This fact con-
siderably facilitates the interpretation of the mea-
surement results obtained from the experiments,
at least for the central impact locations of certain
range.

4. The impact against a motionless vehicle differs
from a similar impact against a vehicle in motion in

that far less energy is lost in the former case due to
friction between the vehicle bodies sliding on each
other and, on the other hand, much more energy is
used for the translation and rotation of the vehicles
on the road surface during the contact phase of the
collision.

The calculation results presented in Table 3 have shown
that themethodof combined analysis of experiment and
modelling results, as used here to determine individual
components of the energy balance during the contact
phase of vehicle collision, provides the opportunity for
a significant improvement in the accuracy of the pro-
cess of reconstruction of complex road accidents.
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